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ABSTRACT: 

              Recent challenges in information retrieval are related to information in social networks 

and rich media content. In those cases, the content is associated with multilingual, user generated 

aspects and content, scalability, robustness and resilience to errors. The graphical model learns is 

likely a candidate term is to be a facet term as well as how likely two terms are to be grouped 

together in a query facet, and captures the dependencies between the two factors. Proposed 

system enhanced the previous work to avoid duplication of similar site by page parsing and 

comparison of page content. We propose a clustering algorithm is effectively leverage the two 

phenomena to automatically mine the major subtopics of queries where each subtopic is 

represented by a cluster containing a number of URLs and keywords.Moreover fast and efficient 

indexing and searching services are needed, in order to scale digital content distribution and 

video on demand, where huge amount of queries and content related tasks are performed by 

users. To estimate the size of a hidden database, on intuitive idea is to perform topple sampling. 

Index Terms:Query Facet, Semantic Class Extraction, Web crawling, indexing, QD miner, 

Query Subtopics, Clustering, Search Result Clustering

 

.INTRODUCTION  

Understanding the search intent of users is 

essential for satisfying a user’s search needs 

it best represent query intent is still an 

ongoing research problem. One consensus in 

the researchers is that the intents of queries 

ischaracterized along multiple dimensions 

[1]. The intents of a query isrepresented by 

its search goals, such as informational, 

navigational,  and transactional [2].We  

developsupervised method based on a 

graphical model for query facet extraction. 

The graphical model learns a term should be 

selected and how likely it is that two terms 

should be grouped together in a query facet  

 

 

[3]. The model captures the dependencies 

between the two factors.The concept of 

designated query to form an injective 

mapping from tulles to queries supported by 

the web interface [4].  To produce unbiased 

aggregate estimations over the hidden 

databases with checkbox interfaces, develop 

the data structure of left-deep-tree and 

define the concept of designated query to 

form an injective mapping from tuples to 

queries supported by the web interface [5]. 

Typically, there is a need of tools for 

metadata extraction, schemas and metadata 

mapping rules and tools, multilingual 
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metadata and content translation and 

certification. Information retrieval (IR) 

systems are required to give coherent 

answers with respect to typos or inflexions, 

and must be efficient enough while sorting 

huge result lists [6]. Context Similarity 

Model, in which we model the filtered 

similarity between each pair of product. 

Link classification suggests user interest 

content mining in various aspects like 

shopping, education, searching [7]. 

1. RELATED WORK 

The topics subtopics of a query 

arerepresented by a number of queries or 

URLs. Topics isusually more coarse-grained 

and cover multiple queries, while subtopics 

are more fine-grained and associated with a 

specific query [8]. Mining topics from 

search log data has been intensively 

studiedClick-through bipartite graph data is 

used for clustering queries and URLs. 

Specifically queries which share the same 

clicked URLs are considered similar. 

Methods for performing the task have been 

proposed [9]. Proposed conducting 

clustering on a click-through bipartite graph 

and viewing the obtained clusters as topics 

covering multiple queries author represents 

query facets to understand user interest for 

search in diversification[10]. Investigated 

model generates subtopics based on query 

factors and proposed faceted diversification 

approaches. Each facet contains a group of 

words or phrases extracted from search 

results [11]. Faceted search is a technique 

for accessing information organized 

according to a faceted classification system, 

acceding users to digest, analyze and 

navigate through multidimensional data. It is 

new used in e-commerce and digital libraries 

[6]. Faceted search is similar to query facet 

extraction in that both of them use sets of 

coordinate terms to represent different facets 

of a query [12]. The Deep Web is also 

believed to be the biggest source of 

structured data on the Web and hence 

accessing its contents has been a long 

standing challenge in the data management 

community .Over the past few years they 

have built a system that exposed content 

from the Deep Web to web-search users of 

Google.com [13]. 

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

Query facet mining from huge searchable 

data is cumbersome task. This system 

modify facet mining task with the help of 

natural language processing for HTML form 

data.Methods for utilizing a user click 

behavior in different searches have been 

developed [15]. The exploitation of the 

prefix and suffix relationship in queries is 

considered in the previous work. In our 

work not only use the prefix and suffix 

relationship between queries, but also the 

clicked URLs of the queries and our goal is 

to conduct query subtopic mining [14]. 

 
Fig.1:System architecture of automatically 

Query facet mining 
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3. PROPOSED APPROACH 

Search result clustering attempts to cluster 

the search results according to semantic 

classes, topics.  The clicked URLs after 

searching with the original query and the 

expanded queries model to represent the 

same subtopic [16]. This is phenomenon of 

subtopic clarification by additional 

keyword.Furthermorenumber of hidden 

databases does not publicize their total sizes, 

while such information is useful to the 

general public as an economic indicator for 

monitoring product growth [17]. 

A. GRAPHICAL MODEL 

We define all the variables in our graphical 

model. Let Y = {yi}, where yi = 1{ti∈TF } is 

a label indicating whether a list item ti is a 

facet term. Here 1{·} is an indicator 

function which takes on a value of 1 if its 

argument is true, and 0 otherwise. pi,jdenotes 

the list items pair (ti, tj ), and PL = {pi,j|pi,j = 

(ti, tj ), ti, tj∈ TL, ti6= tj} denotes all the 

items pairs in TL. Let Z = {zi,j}, where zi,j= 

1{∃F ∈ F, tititi∈ F ∧tj∈ F} is a label 

indicates [19] whether the corresponding 

item pair pi,jshould be grouped together in a 

query facet. The vertices in our graphical 

model are V = TL ∪ PL ∪ Y ∪ Z. Note that 

the list items TL, and item pairs PL are 

always observed . 

 
Figure 2: A graphical model for candidate 

list data 

The algorithm is summarized it processes 

the facet terms in decreasing order of P(t). 

For each facet term remaining in the pool, it 

builds a cluster by iteratively including the 

facet term that is closest to the cluster, until 

the diameter of the cluster surpasses the 

threshold dmax [18]. 

Algorithm: WQT for clustering facet 

term used in QF-I 

Input:TF P (t), df (F, t), dia (F), dmax 

Output: F = {F} 

 1: Tpool ← F  
2: repeat  

3: t ← arg maxt∈TpoolP(t)  

4: F ← {t}  
5: iteratively include facet term t 0 ∈ Tpool 

that is closest to F, according to df (F, t0 ), 

until the diameter of the cluster, dia(F), 

surpasses the threshold dmax.  

6: F ← F ∪ {F}, Tpool ← Tpool − F  
7: until Tpool is empty 

 8: return F 

4. CLUSTERING METHOD 

Clustering method to mine subtopics of 

queries leveraging the two phenomena and 

search log data.We build an index to store 
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all the queries and their clicked URLs. False 

expanded queries are then pruned from the 

index. In the clustering stage, the URLs 

associated with a query and its expanded 

queries are grouped into clusters, each 

representing one subtopic [19]. 

 
Figure 3: The flow of clustering method 

1. Indexing 

 We first index all the queries in an index 

consisting of a prefix tree and a suffix tree to 

facilitate efficient clustering. We only 

consider queries in three forms (‘Q’, ‘Q + 

W’ and ‘W + Q’), We then segment queries 

and index them. In the prefix tree, query ‘Q’ 
and its expanded queries ‘Q+W’ are indexed 

in a father node and child nodes respectively 

[20]. With the prefix treein the suffix tree 

query ‘Q’ and its expanded queries ‘W+Q’ 
are indexed as a father node and child nodes 

respectively 

 
Figure 4: The data structures to index search 

logs 

2. Clustering  

We conduct clustering on the clicked URLs 

of each query and its expanded queries. 

Since all the queries are indexed in the trees, 

the clustering is performed locally and 

recursively on the trees. The clustering of 

clicked URLs is guided by the two 

phenomena. After clustering, each group of 

clustered URLs is taken as one subtopic of 

the query in the father node [21]. 

Algorithm 

 We employ an agglomerative clustering 

algorithm to perform clustering. The 

algorithm has the advantage of ease of 

implementation. One can also consider 

employing other clustering algorithms. The 

specific algorithm is as follows: 

Step 1: Select one URL and create a new 

cluster containing the URL.  

Step 2: Select the next URL ui, and make a 

similarity comparison between the URL and 

all the URLs in the existing clusters. If the 

similarity between URL ui and URL uj in 

one of the clusters is larger than threshold θ, 
then move ui into the cluster [22].  

Step 3: Finish when all the URLs are 

processed. 

5. SEARCHING 

 The goal of the searching service is access 

the users to easily locate and sort each type 

of content in the ECLAP portal, and to 

refine their queries for a more detailed result 

filtering, through a fast search interface, 

robust with respect to mistyping; high 

granularity of data has to be offered to the 

users. 

Boosting of Terms is configurable on the 

portal. This allowed us to tune and stress the 

importance of certain metadata. Boosting 
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and weighting of metadata are better tuned 

when the portal is more populated with 

significant contents. Each field of the 

ECLAP document structure is boosted with 

its predefined value at query time [23] 

Faceted search is activated on the results of 

both simple frontal search and advanced 

search. Each faceted term is indexed un-

tokenized in the ECLAP index, to 

accomplish a faceting count based on the 

whole facet. Drupe service module before 

rendering. The user can select or remove any 

facet in any order to refine the search a 

search filter, and performs again the search 

query with or without it. Relevant facets 

include:  

A.  DC: resource category, format, type, 

classification, creator, content 

language, etc.   

B. Technical: duration, video quality, 

device, publisher source metadata 

language and upload time   

C. Group, taxonomy: genre, historical 

period, performing arts, coded 

subject  

These facets can be subject to change. For 

instance, locations and dates, different for 

each historical period, can be added [24]. 

6. SEARCH RESULTS 

Search results are listed by relevance in 

descending order this means that the first 

document is the most relevant with respect 

to the query. The relevance is based on the 

occurrence of the query term in the indexed 

document fields a higher number of term’s 

occurrences give a higher score for the 

document. Each result item is presented with 

a thumbnail, relevant metadata rating, 

relevance score and number of accesses; 

data is presented in the same language 

chosen by the user among the available 

portal localizations. 

 
Fig no 5.QUERIES / CONTENT LISTS 

It can be noted that after a query on the 

portal, the 92.65% search results clicks were 

performed in the first page (first ten results). 

42.27% of clicks on search results have been 

performed to the first proposed result. The 

second has received only the 14% clicks. 

 
Figure 6. Clicks order distribution (first page 

results and a part fo the second) 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

We developed a supervised method based on 

a graphical model to recognize query facets 

from the noisy facet candidate lists extracted 

from the top ranked search results. The 

scope for probing the hidden databases since 

query probing techniques is widely used in 
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the hidden database. Proposed mining access 

fine grained facets from search result for 

client search query relevant URLs is 

gathered by applying reverse search 

algorithm and indexing the accessible report 

by naive Bayes classifiers. We have 

developed a clustering algorithm and 

effectively and efficiently mine query 

subtopics on the basis of the two 

phenomena. We have evaluated the 

effectiveness of the proposed models. 

Finally, our method is employed  search log 

data, which is also a drawback for most log 

mining algorithms to apply the approach in 

tail queries is also an issue we need to 

consider. 
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